•

Supports

1080P

SMART & SHARP,
YOUR ALL-PURPOSE SHARING WEAPON
Live Gamer Portable is a USB box that captures and
streams your gameplay up to 1080p. Designed
specifically for game lovers, this pocket-sized capture
device comes complete with an H.264 hardware
encoder, which guarantees lower CPU usage and
smaller file size even for full HD footages. Plus, the file
format is extremely easy to use for post-editing and
uploading. In addition to supporting a wide range of
resolutions, Live Gamer Portable adopts HDMI and
component connections, making it a powerful
complement for both console and PC gaming. The
HDMI pass-through function ensures a smooth HD
gaming experience even while recording. On top of
that, connect directly to streaming platforms, and add
live commentary during streaming. Now, sharing your
legendary matches can be a reality.

Mac / Windows

Specifications
•
-

Input Signal:
HDMI/DVI*
Component
Stereo Audio
3.5mm Audio

• Output Signal:
- HDMI/DVI*
- 3.5mm Audio
*HDMI to DVI adaptor not included.

• Storage:
- Internal: SD Card*(Min. Class 10 speed)
*Not included

LIVE GAMER PORTABLE

Smart & Sharp, Your All-Purpose Sharing Weapon

Features
Hardware Compression
With the advanced H.264 hardware encoding technology, Live Gamer Portable takes care of
the HD video processing while avoiding CPU overload. The hardware encoder also guarantees
stable frame rates when you game, record, or even stream. With Live Gamer Portable,
revel in a smooth gaming and viewing experience without dropped frames or choppiness.

Intuitive Software - RECentral
AVerMedia's exclusive RECentral software provides intuitive settings for live streaming
and quick connection to popular streaming platforms. Broadcast live gameplay and
commentary to TwitchTV and Ustream directly with your own account. Plus, the TimeShift
function allows you to jump back easily to any footage where you want to start recording.
In addition, RECentral for Mac is also available now! Capturing and snapshotting great
moments directly to your Mac has never been simpler.

User Friendly Hot Button & LED Indicator
The on-board hot button and LED indicator of Live Gamer Portable bring gamers a
convenient user experience. One press on the Hot Button activates recording or
streaming in no time. As for LED indicators, the color of illumination and the lighting
frequency will alert you to its working status with one glance. Preserve and share your
gameplay with Live Gamer Portable – it’s easy!

Fully Compatible with XSplit

Bonus!
FREE 3-Month
Premium
License for

For those looking for advanced streaming functionalities, Live Gamer Portable is fully
compatible with XSplit Broadcaster! Besides direct streaming and intuitive overlay
editing, XSplit Broadcaster lets you add different types of media to the stream, such like
webcam, graphics and other video inputs. You can even customize scenes to meet
various streaming purposes.

PC-Free Mode
The Live Gamer Portable provides PC-free option, which allows you
to record the gameplay up to 1080p without a PC. Just flip the
mode switch, insert a SD card, and you are ready to go! With the
PC-free mode, Live Gamer Portable can be powered by your game
platform via USB; no additional power outlet is needed. Whether
you prefer PC or console gaming, the Live Gamer Portable will set
you free from any hindrances to game on the go!
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